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EU INCLUSION STRATEGIES GROUP 
21-23 March 2019 

 

Minutes 
 
 
Attending: Martina Brandstätter (EAPN AT), Judith Tobac (EAPN BE), Aleksandra Selak 
Živković (EAPN HR), Stanislav Mrózek (EAPN CZ), Malte Moll Wingender (EAPN DK), Mart-
Peeter Erss (EAPN EE), Anna Järvinen (EAPN FI), Jeanne Dietrich (EAPN FR), Jürgen Schneider 
(EAPN DE), Krisztina Jász (EAPN HU), Laufey Ólafsdóttir (EAPN IC), Paul Ginnell (EAPN IE), Elīna 
Ālere-Fogele (EAPN LV), Rimgailė Matulionytė (EAPN LT), Robert Urbé (EAPN LU), Maja 
Staleska (EAPN MK), Joe Inguanez (EAPN MT), Sonja Leemkuil (EAPN NL), Eva Karlsen (EAPN 
NO), Ryszard Szarfenberg (EAPN PL), Paula Cruz (EAPN PT), Loredana Giuglea (EAPN RO), 
Marija Babović (EAPN RS), Anna Szuhová (EAPN SK), Graciela Malgesini (EAPN ES), Gunvi 
Haggren (EAPN SE), Katherine Duffy (EAPN UK), Philippe Seidel Leroy (AGE Platform), Vera 
Nygard (Salvation Army).  
EAPN Europe: Sian Jones, Amana Ferro, Sabina Grėbliūnaitė, Florence Tornincasa 
Apologies: Dina Vardaramatou (EAPN GR), Frances McDonnell (IFSW) 
No answer: EAPN BG, EAPN CY, EAPN IT.  
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Graciela / ES greeted participants and proposed a tour de table and a warmer. The Agenda 
for the meeting was agreed. She reminded people that every agenda item is supported by 
background documents, which members should read beforehand. These are available on the 
Members’ Room, but are also hyperlinked in every agenda, and should be numbered. All other 
documents referred to in the Minutes can be found in the same place (the Members’ Room). 
 
Comments on the Minutes: 
- Page 3, EAPN UK – the comment should reflect that there are no resources within EAPN 
UK to develop a Poverty Watch this year, not that they are not useful.  
- Page 11, number 7 – It was a comment related to the photograph used in the good 
practices compendium, which in the meantime was rectified.  
- Please don’t use acronyms or shorthand such as ‘NN’ or ‘comms’, it gets confusing.  
After every meeting, all such comments are taken on board and the document changed, then 
re-uploaded on the Members’ Room. (ACTION Staff). The Minutes were adopted.  
 
Everything in the Action Points was done or is ongoing, except the video on the Human Impact 
of Austerity. While many Networks initially said they would contribute, only one input from 
Finland was received. A video was produced as best as we could, but it has some issues, so 
Leo and Elke will decide if and how to take this work forward.  

https://www.eapn.eu/members-room/euis-group-documents/
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ACTION POINTS 

• The staff team will revise minutes and upload to Members’ Room. 

• Members who wish to update their Contact Book details or photograph are 
encouraged to send an email to the staff team (policy@eapn.eu). 

• Members who have not yet established their Members’ Room profile, or have 
difficulties in doing so, are asked to get in touch with the staff team 
(florence.tornincasa@eapn.eu).  

• Members who have queries about the Human Impact of Austerity video should 
contact Elke Vandermeerschen in the EAPN staff team (elke.vandermeerschen@eapn.eu).  

 
 

2. 2019 EU ISG Work Programme 

 
Sian / EAPN Europe reminded members about the EU ISG Work Programme 2018. This lists 
the deliverables that the EU ISG was responsible for delivering last year, as part of the project 
funding received from the European Commission. It is underpinned by a 4 yearly framework 
agreement. The document which is placed on the Members’ Room gets updated all year long 
with all links to the deliverables, as soon as they get done. A show of hands revealed that only 
about 10 members actively use the Members’ Room. She then introduced the EU ISG Work 
Programme for 2019, and explained the main changes and deliverables. Our funding depends 
on us delivering on the commitments in this Work Programme.  
 
Discussion:   
- Some abbreviations can be cumbersome, please don’t hesitate to write to staff and ask. 
Those related to the European Semester are explained in the Toolkit for Stakeholder 
Engagement. There is also an online Glossary, but it needs some updating.  
- As a result of a decision taken by the Bureau/ EXCO, EAPN will no longer be working on EU 
funds specifically in 2019. This is due to the fact that EXCO considered that they did not have 
insufficient capacity or knowledge amongst national members. Very few members are 
directly engaged at national level. There is also now no dedicated staff member to focus on 
this theme. Previously there was a full-time policy officer, a dedicated policy group and a paid 
consultant. 
- Several members (SE, PT, PL, ES) were displeased, as the Social Pillar is to be implemented 
through ESF+, and there is also now Annex D to the Country Reports, speaking about funds. 
However, this is an EXCO decision, which is the executive body. 
- Members will need to deliver national events on the Social Pillar and the Poverty Watch, 
like last year. It should not be a problem, given that last year more were organised than we 
committed to. There is great interest from the European Commission in national-level work 
on both these things.  
- It is not yet clear what is the Online Poverty Watch Tool, this is something to be taken 
forward by the Communication Officer (Elke Vandermeerschen). 
- The reason actions such as 17 October (International Day Against Poverty) or the European 
Parliament elections campaign are not included in the EUISG Work Programme is that the 
EXCO is responsible for campaigns, not the EU ISG, and the policy team is also not involved. 
This Work Programme only concerns what the EU ISG (with support from the policy team) is 
directly responsible for delivering – not the whole of EAPN.  

mailto:policy@eapn.eu
mailto:florence.tornincasa@eapn.eu
mailto:elke.vandermeerschen@eapn.eu
https://www.eapn.eu/members-room/euis-group-documents/
https://www.eapn.eu/news-and-publications/other-resources/eu-jargon-explained/
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- Policy staff were not directly involved in deciding the strategic objectives, these came from 
the EXCO and Bureau, through the strategic planning process. Equally, staff capacity is much 
diminished – the policy team used to be 3 full time policy officers and one part-time, with the 
additional input of the Director – right now it is just Sian and Amana on 4 days a week each. 
Ad-hoc groups are a positive development, however,  staff support can only be limited, 
particularly as regards finalizing/dissemination publications (communications)  
- It was suggested that there should be more links between the policy work and the 
communications work – for example, that the 17 October manifestations could incorporate 
key messages from the Poverty Watches, to give them visibility.  
 

ACTION POINTS 

• Members who would like more clarity about campaign work should ask their EXCO 
 members, or contact Leo Williams, EAPN Director (leo.williams@eapn.eu).  

• The staff team will look at updating the online Glossary. 

• The Steering Group will discuss about a common response and next steps regarding 
 EAPN no longer working on EU funds, since members feel it is important to keep this work 
going, whilst recognizing the constraints of limited resources.  

 
 

3. Strategic Thinking Process 

 
Sian / EAPN Europe introduced the topic and explained that the strategic thinking process is 
led by the EXCO, which is why it is important for EU ISG members to keep in close contact 
with their EXCO counterparts. There were some joint discussions in July and then at the last 
meeting in Vienna last September, and there will be another joint session this year, at the 
June meeting in Brussels.  The final decision will be made by September, linked to the General 
Assembly. The main document is the Theory of Change, which outlines 4 priorities for EAPN 
for the next years, setting out a new vision for the development of the organisation. This is 
also informed by the Dutch Resolution, adopted at the Dublin General Assembly in October 
2017. The Bureau is currently discussing how to implement it. In this context, the EXCO, at its 
next meeting in two weeks, will discuss which could be the most important thematic areas 
for EAPN to focus on as a network in the next five years. The EU ISG is invited to contribute 
its views to this EXCO discussion. It was proposed that a starting point should be the 5 
priorities of the European Pillar of Social Rights, which the EU ISG voted on in Dublin in 
October 2017, as a starting point. Members were invited to add to this list, after having 
discussed in buzz groups, and then vote on 5 topics each.  
 
Feedback from buzz groups & voting session 
 
TOP THEMES 
- decent housing and fighting homelessness (16) 
- adequate minimum income (13) 
- intersectionality of poverty (13) 
- child poverty (9) 
- education, training, lifelong learning (8) 
 

mailto:leo.williams@eapn.eu
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MIDDLE TIER 
- access to quality services (7) 
- working conditions, together with digitalisation (7) 
- adequate social protection (6) 
- access to social rights for groups such as migrants, Roma, asylum-seekers (5) 
- monitoring and implementation of frameworks such as the SDGs and the Social Pillar (4) 
- EU funds (4) 
 
LOWER PRIORITY 
- living wages (3) 
- gender and poverty (3) 
- demographic changes (3) 
- political implication of poverty (3) 
- climate justice (3) 
- active inclusion (3) 
- pensions and older people (3) 
- over-indebtedness (2) 
- inclusive labour markets (2) 
- access to food (2) 
- racism and discrimination, including socio-economic status (2) 
- rethinking the concept of work (1) 
 

ACTION POINTS 

• The staff team will come back to the EU ISG with the full results of the flipchart voting 
exercise. These will be sent to the EXCO as the EUISG contribution to the EXCO discussion 
on themes for the next 5 years. Staff will also feedback next steps.  

 
 

4. Poverty Watch 2018 – Lessons learned and action for 2019 

 
Sian / EAPN Europe informed the group that the individual Poverty Watches were sent to the 
European Commission in October to input into the Country Reports. An EU wide summary 
report was also prepared, capturing the common findings, key messages and 
recommendations. This was launched at an event in the European Parliament in January, 
organised with the EP Intergroup on the Fight against Poverty and with the participation of 
MEPs, the Commission and EUISG members from Portugal, Italy, Spain, and Finland. It was a 
resounding success. The room was twice overbooked. There were also 2 television interviews 
with Euronews. This year, it is not proposed to develop new Poverty Watches, except for the 
members who haven’t done one. The proposal for 2019 is to update the Poverty Watches in 
time for the State of the Union speech and include a thematic box update on Minimum 
Income (End of September 2019). Members who haven’t done one so far encouraged to join 
now. Further guidance will be sent out shortly. 
 
Members who attended the European Parliament event shared briefly the highlights of their 
presentations on their national Poverty Watches:  
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- Graciela / EAPN ES – See PowerPoint presentation 
- Rimgailė / EAPN LT – See PowerPoint presentation 
- Anna / EAPN FI - See PowerPoint presentation 
- Sian / EAPN Europe – See Powerpoint presentation on overall findings. 
 
Members were then split in buzz groups, to discuss what worked / didn’t work, for those who 
did a Poverty Watch this year, and what were the obstacles preventing the others for doing 
one. Members also brainstormed ideas for using / doing Poverty Watched at national and EU 
level in 2019. The results of this exercise are summarised below.  
 
ES, DE, FI, CZ, HU, NO, Salvation Army, AGE Platform 
The process allowed members to produce a publication with recommendations, as well as 
giving the possibility to organise events. It also provided an opportunity to be critical of 
indicators currently used. One of the challenges is the reliability of national data. 
 
LT, SE, PT, NL, UK, RS, DK, HR 
Only Croatia, Denmark and UK didn’t do a poverty watch. The summaries of each Poverty 
Watch work very well, we should all do them. It is important to not only report raw data, but 
also lived experiences. We want to bring issues from the ground, we want to show the real 
face of poverty. We try to include lots of quotes and explanations. There is a need to make 
policy measures understandable to regular people, some are manipulated by the media, who 
mis-present them. An idea is to distribute printed copies of the Poverty Watch to the 
Government’s mailboxes. Denmark will try to do one this year.  
 
IC, LV, SK, RO, PL, IE 
Iceland and Latvia are hoping to do one this year. Romania produced one in 2018 and used it 
to try to influence the Government. Poland made one in 2018 and are planning to use it.  
Ireland produced one in 2018 and published in early 2019. They will discuss about it within 
the network and could do one in May. 
 
EE, FR, BE, MK, LU, AT, MT 
EAPN France had an intern who could work on it last time. In Belgium, there’s a question in 
the network to see if it is actually necessary and relevant to do it.. Macedonia said the same 
as France, that it has positive effect. But there is little budget, and now no more, so everything 
is done voluntary. Good to present to the Institutions and has a good effect (really small 
budget, it was good to have all Macedonian members to discuss about it). In Estonia and 
Malta, lack of resources is the main reason why they didn’t write a report. In Malta, they are 
not sure if the statistics are so honest. Estonia doesn’t know if next year they’ll produce one.   
 

ACTION POINTS 

• All National Networks to confirm to the staff team (sian.jones@eapn.eu) if they will 
do a Poverty Watch, or an update this year, as well as confirm national activities or events 
in a specific google document which will be circulated by EAPN Europe 

• The staff team will update the Scoping Note for guidance for this year, with revised 
timings, to include a thematic focus on minimum income update. 

 
 

mailto:sian.jones@eapn.eu
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5. European Context / Elections 

 
Martina / AT introduced the session and explained that the purpose is to have a brief 
exchange, in buzz groups, about the atmosphere/debates surrounding the European 
Parliament elections in members’ country, as well as what are their expectations and/or fears. 
The results of this exchange are summarised below.  
 
CZ, MK, PT, HR 
Macedonia is not a Member State, so they are not holding European Parliament elections. 
The Czech Republic is not involved in EAPN’s election campaign. In Portugal, they translated 
some of the messages of the EAPN campaign. People are not very involved in European 
elections, they are not informed about it, so EAPN PT prepared materials to raise awareness 
and explain what the process is, and why it is important. They will hold an event in April with 
all parties standing in this election, to discuss the future of Europe. In Croatia, people are 
enthusiastic about voting. They will organise an event in May about the Social Pillar, where 
also staff from EAPN Europe will be invited. 
 
EE, FI, RO, HU, AT 

There will be general elections soon in Finland, which is capturing the electorate’s attention 
so there is little energy for the European Parliament elections. Fresh poll showed that all 
political parties in Finland have moved little to the left. And also populistic Finns party’s support 

has risen. In Romania, they are trying to mobilise people to vote. Campaigning takes place 
mostly in big cities, and people in rural areas often don’t have access to information. In 
Estonia, the extremists are getting stronger, particularly those speaking against migration. 
They had parliamentary elections this month (3 March), and results were not great, as right-
wing parties increased their presence in Parliament. Coalition negotiations are ongoing, and 
far-right, anti-migration, Eurosceptic parties are involved in the talks. The Estonian network 
can’t really speak up against this, because the right-wing extremists are actually more social 
than the liberals, since the latter want to bring back the flat income tax, which is a big 
problem. In Hungary, there is a Government-subsidised campaign to mobilise people, 
including in the most remote corners of the countryside, to vote for the ruling party Fidesz, 
and other parties do not have access to the same resources to compete. The Hungarian 
network is organising a mobilisation week at the beginning of May, to get people interested 
in European politics. In Austria, the extreme right is also rising, and they are trying to mobilise 
people to vote in the elections.  

 
RS, NO, DK, ES, Salvation Army 
Two of the countries are not EU countries, so not concerned directly. In Norway, the polls are 
saying that left-wing parties are ahead, should there be national elections now. In Serbia, the 
Government is pro-European, but it is the same political figures who supported the wars in 
former Yugoslavia in the 90s. The opposition united, but it is still rather weak. The population 
is not right-wing, and know what they want, but there is not yet a political expression of this 
will. The feeling is that Europe has abandoned Serbia, there is no more support for democratic 
factions, but now Europe is too focussed on its own problems. The Salvation Army has a multi-
country focus. In Spain, there was a report comparing the latest national elections and the 
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willingness to participate in the upcoming European elections. As far as the EAPN campaign 
is concerned, the slogans don’t really work when translated into Spanish, it sounds like we 
are aiming to get rid of poor people, rather than poverty. General elections in Spain are on 28 
April.  
 
IC, LV, DE, NL, AGE Platform 
In Iceland, the current coalition is facing scandal after scandal, and yet they don’t leave. It is 
a very anti-EU campaign, so prospects for joining are very slim. EAPN Germany will have its 
General Assembly in April, which will adopt also demands for candidates, which will then be 
picked up at a series of events with candidates all over the country. In the Netherlands, the 
former extreme-right, of Geert Wilders, is significantly weaker, but unfortunately new ones 
emerged and got good results in the recent local elections. The fact than Frans Timmermans, 
the European Socialists’ candidate for European Commission President, is Dutch might help 
with visibility. On the 16th of April, EAPN NL is organising a meeting with candidates, focussing 
on the Social Pillar. In Latvia, the left-wing parties are rather pro-Russian, whereas the right-
wing are Latvian nationalists, and the difficulty is that even leftist people have to vote for the 
right if they don’t want to support pro-Russians. The AGE Platform has its own manifesto, 
translated in many languages, included Maltese and Catalan, and a number of their members 
are organising national events around the European elections, including encouraging people 
to go vote. The aim is to engage as much as possible with candidates, because more than half 
of the new European Parliament will be new people, so it is important to build a relationship 
with them early on.  
 
BE, MT, IE, LT, SE, UK 
Most of the countries are not yet ready for the European elections, meaning that parties have 
not put out manifestos or lists of candidates. Local and regional elections are considered 
much more important. The most asked question is ‘More or less Europe?’, rather than ‘What 
kind of Europe do we want’. The EAPN pledge is not bad, but it is not very effective, the 
candidates who are on our side will sign, but not the others, so it doesn’t really achieve much 
change. Most candidates don’t really respond to attempts to reach them.  
 
LU, PL, SK, FR 
There is also the feeling that national elections are much more important than European ones. 
In France, the yellow vests are taking up quite a bit of the debate. EAPN FR organised a special 
day about the European elections, with candidates, and the feeling was that many candidates 
were not really prepared on social issues, with the exception of Green candidate Karima Delli, 
who is a former MEP. In Poland it is a little bit different, there is an interest in European 
elections, but more as a forecast for upcoming national elections.  
 

The official campaign of the European Parliament is called This Time I’m Voting, and it is 
possible to register online and receive news about your country.  

 
 

6. European Semester delivery on poverty, social rights, and 
participation 

 

https://www.thistimeimvoting.eu/
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Sian / EAPN Europe explained that engaging with the processes of the European Semester 
was core work for this Group, as this is the implementation instrument for the Europe 2020 
strategy and targets, including the poverty target, and the European Pillar on Social Rights, 
both of which are very important for EAPN in terms of achieving its goal of eradicating 
poverty. This meeting we are focussing specifically on the Country Reports, and we will work 
both in plenary, as well as in small groups, with detailed analysis by members of their Country 
Reports. We have been quite successful on the issue of civil dialogue, which is now recognised 
and implemented also by the European Commission, for instance through organising civil 
society review seminars, where EAPN members have been invited (EE and AT last year, PT; LV 
and LT this year). We would like to hear from you how well this works at national level.   
 
Amana / EAPN Europe briefly presented the Toolkit for Stakeholder Engagement, which is 
currently being finalised and will shortly be sent by email to all members. This document 
provides brief, to the point information about the processes, the opportunities for input, how 
we work together on this, and other useful information, including contact lists, tips, and good 
practices. A webinar will be prepared for members, for April or May, information to follow.  
 
Martina / AT spoke about her experience with the European Commission civil dialogue review 
in Brussels last October, which was a very positive one. Aside speaking in the event itself, a 
relationship was developed with the Desk Officers in the European Commission, and some of 
the content found its way in the Country Report itself, which was very encouraging.  
 
Mart-Peeter / EE said there were important consequences also to his intervention in the same 
European Commission civil dialogue review seminar last October. Poverty was not part of the 
analysis before, but afterwards there was significant media response and a much better take-
up of poverty as a topic, and it strengthened the dialogue at national level, so a very positive 
experience.  
 
Judith / BE – It was very important to meet the Desk Officer/European Semester Officer in 
the European Commission. We just started this process and it was not an easy conversation, 
we came with the voices of people experiencing poverty, and they came with big data, 
however we did have some impact in what concerns housing, which was very encouraging. 
We have also learned how to adapt out communication style, complementing voices from the 
ground with statistics.  
 
Rimgailė / LT – We sent out the Poverty Watch to the European Semester Officer and met 
with them last year. The Country Report mentioned the same sources that we used, and 
inequalities were also referred to, which is quite new. The Poverty Watch was very successful 
also with other interlocutors at the national level, but this is a new process, so we are hoping 
to improve it. The Desk Officers were quite clear that they have very little input for the social 
chapter, so they can really use all the input that they can get.  
 
Paul / Ireland – There has been an improvement in Ireland regarding social issues over the 
past years – though it is not yet where we think it should be.  The Social Pillar actually made 
a difference in strengthening social references. The Better Europe Alliance (that EAPN set up 
and spearheaded since 2014) is regularly engaged with fact-finding meetings of the 
Commission when they come to Ireland. 
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Graciela / Spain – This is the second year we are invited by the Desk Officers to talk to them, 
and every time we provide information and statistics, which do end up with our text being 
incorporated into the Country Reports (homelessness, social integration of non-EU migrants, 
Roma, minimum income, people with disabilities, child poverty). It is also useful to engage 
with the Independent Expert in your country. We try to influence this content through 
different ways. 
 
Anna / Finland – We got in touch with the European Semester Officer and asked for a 
meeting, and they proposed that we attended the European Commission fact-finding mission 
to Finland as part of the European Semester Process, so that was organised. EAPN-Fin 
arranged together with SOSTE a training and hearing event for NGOs with European 
Comission’s delegation when they were on their fact-finding mission in Finland. 
 
Members then split into three separate groups, to provide detailed country-by-country 
feedback on their Country Reports:  
1) Are there improvements in your Country Report – is it more social/more balanced with 
economic with more/better focus on poverty, is the Social Pillar more visible, does it implement 
the CSRs?  
2) Are your poverty watch inputs/recommendations reflected? If so how? Any good examples?  
3) What common key messages to the EU? 
 
For full notes of the small groups, please see separate document.  
 
Feedback from small group work: 
 
Group 1 
- Limited, but promising, progress in the engagement of EAPN networks with the Semester, 
and with impact on the Country Report 
- Implementation of the Social Pillar seems to be reduced to the Social Scoreboard box, the 
20 policy priorities are not so evident. 
- Macroeconomic approach, and even language, is still predominant, and there is not enough 
policy coherence between Recommendations. 
 
Group 2 
- Some encouraging steps towards rebalancing social and economic approach, but still a way 
to go 
- Country Reports are still rather descriptive, not analytic, and a more comprehensive 
overview of structural causes is still not sufficiently there 
- The Scoreboard is not always very useful, monitoring with EU averages leads to a race 
towards the bottom and obscures realities.  
- Housing and homelessness are, in some countries, dealt with from an economic and 
markets perspective, rather than looking at social, affordable, quality, inclusive housing.  
 
Group 3 
- A section on social inclusion should be explicitly added, with concrete specifications on what 
it should contain (Social Pillar principles and more) 
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- The Scoreboard does not adequately capture realities, benchmarking with best performers 
and EU averages is senseless when countries are so very different 
 
Sian / EAPN Europe reminded members about the important, and new, Annex D, which 
details the financial backing for the implementation of the European Pillar of Social Rights.  
 

ACTION POINTS 

• Members are encouraged to send written feedback on their Country Reports, covering 
the questions discussed in the small group session and any impressions on Annex D, as well 
as their alternative Country-Specific Recommendations proposals, to the staff team 
(sian.jones@eapn.eu), by 1 April 2019. See follow-up email.  

 
 

7. EU policy: Implementing the Social Pillar 

 
Sian / EAPN Europe presented a PowerPoint meant to update members on what is happening 
at the EU level – recent development and EAPN action (see full presentation in the 
background documents). 
 
Katherine / EAPN UK – On Brexit, there is no leadership, because the Labour Party won’t step 
up with a clear position. We don’t know what we want. People misunderstood much of the 
EU project, in Britain. They are also concerned about what happened to Greece and don’t 
want to be bullied. The withdrawal Agreement is seen as insulting by some people, as it ties 
us to the rules while giving us no voice. Remain is better than that but is not now an option. 
 
Discussion 
- The German Presidency is likely to adopt Council Conclusions on minimum income and 
minimum wage. However, it won’t be proposing hard law, because there is no Treaty base for 
it. EAPN is monitoring the process, but expectations should be curbed that great change will 
be achieved. However, it keeps Minimum Income on the EU  Agenda and helps to gauge 
support with MS on a framework directive. 
- The discussion on minimum income was also highlighted a lot in Belgian newspapers, for 
instance. Work on the topic is ongoing, but it is pretty clear we will not get a Directive. They 
talk about a “Framework”, and is not the same as a “Framework Directive”. 
- There is a general message from the Commission that implementation of the Pillar has 
progressed, but it is clear that the Commission now sees its job as done, and implementation 
lies in the hands of Member States at national level. 
 
Philippe / AGE Platform gave an update on the state of play of the Work-Life Balance 
Directive, which is part of the Social Pillar. After nearly ten years during which the reform of 
the Maternity Leave was blocked, we now have a package, which includes Parental Leave (3 
months transferable, with one non-transferable).  There was an ambition for 4 non-
transferable months, that will be paid + right to request flexible work hours conditions. There 
is also a proposal for Carers Leave (first time they were mentioned): proposed 5 days/year. In 
Parliament, a much better proposal was put forward: a percentage of the salary during leave 
+ better recognition for adoption (parental leave on the same basis as for biological parents) 
+ working conditions flexibility. It was difficult in the Council: France was totally against, 

mailto:sian.jones@eapn.eu
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Nordic State as well (as they fear it would reduce the standards that they have), main issue 
was the costs: who should pay for this leave? Some Member States said that the EU should 
not interfere with family affairs. In the end the proposal was adopted without the 
amelioration. It introduces paternity leave 10 working days, which did not exist before. It is 
quite a significant step forward. We are now waiting for the Council to adopt it.  
 
Graciela / EAPN ES – The Spanish Government had proposed a Royal Decree, which focused 
on biological parents, which would prevent gay parents from being recognised. It foresaw 16 
weeks, of which 6 compulsory for the mother. The Opposition went to Court and they won, 
because the Court said it was not eligible because of the EU Directive.  
 
Laufey / EAPN IC – I have an issue with this parental leave. Some mothers are by themselves 
(single mothers), and this is a problem, because months are non-transferable, so these 
mothers can’t access the months appointed to fathers.  
 
National Action on the Social Pillar 
 
Sian / EAPN Europe – According to the Work Programme, and regarding the Social Pillar, we 
we are committed to organising an EU event this year, as well as 5 national events. Last year, 
9 National networks either organised their own event, or participated in others’. Members 
were invited to split into buzz groups to reflect on last years actions and discuss what actions 
they could take this year, and what they already have something planned. 
 
IE, LT, SE, MT, UK 
Only Ireland organised an event, and they linked it with the European Semester. The European 
Semester Officer spoke at the event. The event was not branded as a social pillar event.  
Lithuania had nothing particularly planed. In Sweden, the Social Pillar is not visible at all.  
 
PL, SK, FR, BE 
Poland and France already had events on the Social Pillar last year, so they won’t be doing it 
this year. Belgium will have a big debate in the parliament on minimum income and will try 
to link it to the Pillar. Belgium is also working on an antipoverty strategy for the new 
government, and will also make the connection to the EPSR. Poland has a problem with ESF+ 
and are working on this, as this is the financial instrument to implement the Pillar, but the 
goals of ESF+ don’t overlap enough with the Pillar priorities, so that is something they are 
focusing on. 
 
CZ, MK, PT, HR 
Croatia will hold a conference on 7 May to introduce the Social Pillar, with the delegation of 
the European Commission and MEP candidates, main focus to be decided. They hope that 
somebody from EAPN staff will attend. Portugal will try to raise awareness on the Pillar with 
7 small events, and will monitor the participation of civil society organisations, as well as 
follow up on the principles that impact of poverty. They will have meetings and events with 
the Ministry of Social Affairs to see how to best go about implementation. Czech Republic will 
organise a conference in April with their member organisations, to find out their priorities on 
the EPSR, and will continue to raise awareness on healthcare and social care for the elderly. 
Macedonia is not working on this.  
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RO, HU 
In Romania, they will attend a meeting organised by the Romanian Presidency around the 
European Semester at the beginning of April, and the Pillar will probably be a part of it. In 
Hungary, they are advocating at the national level for the increase of child allowance, which 
they have been pushing for many years. 
 
DK, EE, FI 
The Pillar is not very well known in Finland, but EAPN FI and SOSTE are trying to give it more 
visibility. Finland also released a publication with information about the Pillar, and held and 
event last year.  
 
NO, RS, ES, Salvation Army 
Within the UBI Nordic Initiative, they will link minimum income with the Social Pillar, as in 
other countries there have already been good results in this direction. Spain is trying to raise 
the capacity of local Governments on working with the Social Pillar, but the latter don’t know 
much about it, so first some awareness raising and capacity building is in order. They received 
money from the Government for this, and also developed a handbook. Another challenge in 
Spain is providing coherence between the different frameworks, like the SDGs, the Social 
Pillar, Agenda 21 etc – so efforts are needed to reconcile these and make them work together. 
The Salvation Army its supporting the work of other organisations, and will develop this year 
a piece of research on Roma, whose findings will be framed in the context of the Social Pillar 
and the SDGs. Serbia is not an EU Member State, so the Pillar doesn’t apply.  
 
DE, AT, LV, IC, NL  
The Social Pillar is not really discussed in Iceland, but the SDGs are. There is a conference in 
Vienna in September, which was very successful and very well attended, which led to the 
creation of a small group of 3 people interested in working on this in the AT network. In the 
NL it is very difficult to find people who have the knowledge to work on this. EAPN LV also set 
up a working group (around 10 people, meeting each month) for European social policy, 
including the Pillar, and are trying to promote the principles. Each meeting has an outcome, 
a product to submit to governments. In Germany there is no discussion on the Pillar at all, but 
the EMIN conference was linked to the social pillar.  
 
Philippe / AGE Platform – We are doing a Barometer, which resembles the Poverty Watch, 
aimed at relating the Social Pillar principles to the SDGs. We ask our members to respond 
about what their Governments are doing to implement those – but we are late, the 2018 
report is still not out.  
 
Sian / EAPN Europe – Remember that a lot of these national events are just a question of 
branding. If you organise an event or an action on a topic that you are already working on, it 
is important to set it in the framework of Social Pillar and make the link to its principles. Last 
year Chiara and Claudia our interns prepared some very useful documents giving guidance on 
this, and how to make use of/make the link with the Pillar principles and the SDGs. The staff 
will circulate these again. 
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ACTION POINT:  

• Members should actively consider how to raise awareness of the Social Pillar and to 
press their Governments on delivery, particularly on the 5 priority principles. 

• The staff team will prepare a Google document, to record national events and other 
actions on the Social Pillar, and members will be invited to fill it in.  

• The staff team will also re-share the supporting documents from last year. See follow-
up email.  

 
 

8. Common action on the Future of Europe / Post 2020 

 
This session was switched in the agenda with the Education session, in order to benefit from 
more time (one hour instead of half an hour).  
 
Sian / EAPN Europe highlighted that the Steering Group had decided to wait to have this 
discussion, as they expected more information from the European Commission ie when they 
would carry out the review of the current strategy/ with a public consultation. However, it 
appears that there is nothing coming from them, as it is outgoing and they refuse to commit 
the future Commission to anything. Europe 2020 will be coming to an end at the end of the 
year 2020, and it is yet unclear what will replace it. Whatever it will be, the discussion is closely 
connected to the Future of Europe debate. The Annual Convention for Inclusive Growth will 
be dedicated to a first reflection on this topic. The EXCO has been taking the lead on the 
Future of Europe, and produced a position paper (authored by Graciela), which members have 
received. The European Commission put forward a paper about the Future of Europe, driven 
by Commissioner Timmermans, on delivering on Agenda 2030, which considers the SDGs as 
the overarching strategy post 2020. It mentions the Social Pillar, but generally it is primarily 
focussed on green growth/transition, and then about the social impact of this transition 
rather than how to ensure that social rights are put at the heart of a sustainable development 
strategy. It puts forward three different scenarios. (See short assessment paper of the new 
Reflection Paper). EAPN needs to develop its own vision about what it wants it to be. Next 
year will be dedicated to a full assessment of Europe 2020. This year, we will dedicate our 
Policy Conference in June to reflection on/discussing our draft proposals for post 2020 with 
other stakeholders and carry out advocacy.  
 
Sian then presented the discussion paper on post 2020, which focuses on key learning points 
from our assessment of Europe 2020 and 7 key areas where we will want to make concrete 
recommendations. Members split into groups, with each group discussing a different topic on 
the discussion paper related to our proposals for the post 2020 strategy. The results of these 
reflections are summarised below. 
 
Feedback from buzz groups 
 
1. Political will and backing (SE, RS, RO, PL, ES) 
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We have two new solutions: 
- Appoint a special High Commissioner responsible for driving the new strategy to reinforce or 
to re-establish political will. 
- Re-establish a Social OMC on the European Pillar of Social Rights (some disagreement from 
other members on this). 
- Ensure that Member States have the freedom to choose their goals and methods. 
For the other propositions, the group thinks that what was proposed is good. 
 
2. Rebalancing macroeconomic and social objectives in the European Semester (IC, LT, FI, 
LU) 
1st solution: nothing to add or comment.  
2nd solution: we can continue the discussion we just had in parallel. We think it would be 
better to refer only to the Sustainable Semester, rather than social and sustainable ie not 
making a difference between the social and the rest.  
3rd solution: we are ok with the proposal on Stability and Well-being, but hesitation on 
prosperity. A Well- being pact is ok.  
4th: the issue of resources is important, but the issue is more of the influence a 
department/unit has, not the number of people. Ie Euroadvisers have a lot of influence. Vice 
Presidents have much more impact. 
5th: we’re ok with the proposals. The Sec Gen must deliver on the goals. We need more from 
the social arm. 
6th: we agree about ex-ante impact analysis but we’d add that this analysis has to be done in 
a transparent way, in partnership with civil society, and results should be publicly available. 
7th: no further comment. Add point: it  would be good to have one integrated list of indicators 
and not as now (macro indicators and social scoreboard separate).    
 
3. Getting ownership of a more ambitious Poverty Target (IE, CZ, EE, LV) 
The group felt that the issue was too complex and important to discuss so quickly and new 
members haven’t got much knowledge about indicators.  
1st: It’s too ambitious. However, most supported it and felt that we should be politically 
ambitious. 
Keep AROPE – it’s difficult to discuss in the time. Members have problems with low work 
intensity. Do we want to open up this debate again?. We were clear that members shouldn’t 
be able to cherry pick their own indicators and need to deliver. 
Progressive realization – we need to recognize the challenges for poor countries, and agree 
support. 
Final proposal – good idea. 
Comment – Robert/LU – the SMD should be replaced (this is supported in the discussion 
paper) 
 
4. Getting better measurement: improving Indicators and Social Scoreboard of the EPSR (ES, 
MK, MT, DK, AT) 
AROPE indicator: we agree that it’s imperfect, as only 60% of the median. But agree that the 
overall indicator mix should stay. 
Severe material deprivation: in 2017 there’s been a technical report about the new indicators 
which are more social.  We could not do any in depth analysis on the indicators – different 
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level of knowledge on the indicators. Issue of setting the same indicator for everyone is 
completely accepted.  
The new social and material deprivation indicator should probably be included.  
The same indicators should be used. MS shouldn’t cherry pick. 
We’re in favour of avoiding this charity indicator.  
Concerns about the coherence of the Scoreboard.  
 
5. Moving beyond employment only to integrated strategies as routes out of poverty (DE, 
BE, PT, NO) 
Agree on the idea. But the list should be synthesised. The third one should have the greatest 
emphasis ie integrated antipoverty strategy and integrate some ideas that are in the others. 
Participation is a driving tool. Perhaps we could rephrase some of these items into 1 using 
Active Inclusion as the frame and taking into accounts different groups. 
 
6. Increasing quality of EU funds spending on poverty reduction (FR, HR, NL, Salvation Army) 
1st: the idea of including FEAD will probably be strongly fought against because in France, 
there is a strong rejection of mixing FEAD and ESF. Difficult to implement.  
2nd: fully ok.  
3rd: agree, but they saw a difficulty in monitoring outcomes in mental health or sensitive 
aspect > important to make sure that experts can measure outcomes + NGO should have a 
strong look to avoid having false criteria. 
 
7. Stronger engagement of civil society and people in poverty (UK, SK, HU, Age Platform) 
1. Fully agree with the proposals but there should be stronger recommendations regarding 
engagement with civil society with specifics on the NRP and reporting. 2. Nothing to say. 3. 
Nothing to say. 4. Rough discussion. AGE is concerned that the European Commission will 
place all… But good experience from the UK. 5. Ok. 6. Ok. When civil society consultation 
happens there should be a follow up, at least a response with feedback. 7. Nothing to say. 
Direct dialogue is great! 
Some points to be added: giving a formal role to the EP in the European Semester; community 
organising and community development should be supported more directly – particularly in 
countries with difficult civil dialogue; principles of governance should be in all policies not just 
poverty. Perhaps it’s time to re-justify why Civil Society makes a difference to policy makers, 
to us and to poverty? 
 

ACTION POINT 

• The Reference Group will look at the responses and incorporate them into a draft 
paper will be drafted by the beginning of May. This position will be a ‘shadow’ proposal 
presenting the EAPN vision with concrete recommendations.  

• The paper will be sent out for comments in May. EU ISG members are urged to 
respond and give input. The revised draft will be taken for discussion to the policy 
conference in June and finalized for the autumn. 

• Joint advocacy actions will be agreed in the June EU ISG meeting. 
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9. European Pillar of Social Rights – Building EAPN Education 
paper 

 
This session was switched in the agenda with the post 2020 session, thus having reduced 
timing (half an hour instead of one hour). 
 
Amana / EAPN Europe introduced the session, summarising the background document that 
captures the work to date by EAPN on Education. This includes perspectives drawn from EAPN 
work on the European Semester, Europe 2020, the European Pillar of Social Rights and the 
2018 People Experiencing Poverty Meeting on this topic. The aim of the session was to 
establish the scope of the paper, what it should it look like, and get a first round of impressions 
on the content. 
 
IC, LV, DE, LV 
The overall approach should be that education is a human right. The target audience should 
be governments and public, but explained in simple language. It should also be for our 
Networks. The group was not sure about length and style – perhaps a long version and a short 
version. A survey could be used to collect information, to get an overview about the situation 
in the countries. First impressions on the paper: it is nice and informative, and the key 
messages are accurate. Some suggestions: missing early learning, how equal education is, 
access to education and issue of expenses in education – particularly in schools. 
 
NL, LT, SE, UK 
The target audience in the first instance should be us, EAPN. People hadn’t looked at the 
paper, but they felt the need to build a common understanding of the priorities and how it 
links to poverty. The paper should agree what are our common goals for education, first 
chance in life, first step to equal opportunities, then 2nd chance and lifelong learning. Those 
who had read the paper found it clear, but too general. What was missing: not enough about 
children, early learning, rights of the child and those with special needs. Other issues: costs, 
challenge of education for all children and lifelong learning, quality of education for a more 
equal society. Also the issues of digital divide, school sizes. Within the group there were big 
differences in priorities. However, children were a key priority. There should also be a more 
systemic approach. In terms of the process: there needs to be two separate ones – one for 
the input, and one for the product. We need to understand these issues much better first 
ourselves, and to be clear why we are doing it. 
 
BE, MT, IE 
Only 1 person had read the paper. The suggestion was to set the overarching frame more 
clearly. Education is often a regionalized competence, so the role of national governments is 
more limited. Target audience: priority is to develop an external position to use for advocacy. 
Some concerns that the document was already too long and missing some key issues 
particularly early childhood learning. The group felt that we need something that’s sharper. 
It should me more focused, rather than a complete analysis. This focus should be common 
principles, rather than trying to impose a EU wide system. 
 
PL, SK, LU, FR 
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The aims should be raising and spreading awareness about the link between education and 
poverty, including proposals on how to improve education for people in poverty and prevent 
intergenerational transmission of poverty. The target audience: should aim for a wider public, 
but also policy makers. The format: 6 pages – 1 with messages, and the other 5 with more 
details, good practices, and research results. The process: Ask Member States for inputs, and 
link to studies. It should be evidence based. First impressions: the document is too long. It is 
missing early childcare. In CZ and SK there is a huge reluctance to send children to care before 
3 years so it’s a complicated issues. It is also not affordable and should be free. The Key 
Messages are too general. They should make more specific recommendations on how to 
make education more tailored and to ensure that the educational system is anti-poor (No one 
is left behind). 
 
HU, RO, PT, HR, MK 
The focus should be: the link between education, poverty and social exclusion. It is important 
to connect education with poverty strategies and to try to identify the inter-sectorial 
approach. The target audience: should be first civil society and practitioners, ie line managers, 
but also Governments and the general public. Format/style: It shouldn’t be too long and 
should have annexes with good practices. It should aim for simple language, using secondary 
data and sources – not trying to invent the wheel. It should be less than 10 pages. What’s 
missing: early childhood education and care. Other issues include: shortage of teachers, pay 
and status of teachers – ie, one of the worst paid professions, with many countries losing 
teachers to other professions. 
 
NO, DK, FI, EE 
The group was not well prepared as they hadn’t read the paper. The aim overall is to reduce 
poverty – so the focus should be to explore the role that education plays. The target audience: 
the 1st audience is EAPN itself, building consensus. We should have a position which confirms 
our thinking on the issue. A secondary audience is then politicians and journalists. Style and 
format: 10 pages is too long. There should be a 1 page summary. Methodology – we have to 
decide how much data and where this is drawn from. First impression – the group 
unfortunately hadn’t read it. 
 
RS, ES, Salvation Army 
First impression: We wanted something more comprehensive with additional issues – early 
childhood education and development, migrants, Roma, low educational attainment, issue of 
school drop-out more clearly examined ie repeating classes etc and how this impacts on jobs 
and well-being. The issue of more inclusive education and the connection with local 
communities. It was Important to have lifelong learning not just in terms of the labour-
market. Other areas included: financial education, digital divide, its role in enabling people to 
engage, be empowered and have social contacts. More details on gender segregation, ie 
particularly towards technical areas and IT, encouraging men into more humanistic, social 
area. The development of on-line courses is a key new area that should be analysed. There is 
a need to increase our own knowledge and build consensus within EAPN, ie how education 
links with poverty, what is its function? However, the group felt the priority would be to 
inform policy makers. The group suggested drawing up a series of options and then getting 
people to vote? This could be done on-line ie target audience etc. and size. 
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Amana / EAPN Europe – We’re carrying out this work because of it is 1 of the 5 priority 
principles from the European Pillar of Social Rights which the group selected last year, and 
following up on the topic of the Meeting of People Experiencing Poverty (as we did last year 
with in-work poverty). Regarding a two-pager, this is already foreseen in the Work 
Programme, as discussed yesterday. This more comprehensive paper would inform this two-
pager, to be produced at the end of the year. The aim of the paper needs to be clarified. We 
have to decide between a target audience primarily towards policy makers or the general 
public. We are not a research organization – but reflecting the reality and views of people 
experiencing poverty. 
 

ACTION POINT 

• Based on the discussion, the staff team will get back to the Group to clarify next steps 
in order to take this deliverable forward, including a potential survey in order to clarify 
options around the process and content. See follow-up email.  

 
 

10. Mutual learning on Integrated Poverty Strategies 

 
Sian / EAPN Europe highlighted that this is a topic that has been at the core of EAPN’s 
preoccupations for a long time, and that this group had specifically asked for at the last 
meeting in Vienna. The paradigm we often use is Integrated Active Inclusion, drawing on the 
Commission Recommendation in 2008: access to income support (including adequate 
minimum income schemes), access to quality and affordable services, and inclusive labour 
markets (pathways to quality jobs). The session will begin with presentations of key learning 
from some good practices from several countries, followed by an exchange on 
strengths/weaknesses and way forward. 
 
Paula / EAPN PT – We don’t have an actual national strategy, but we are pushing for it. We 
organised a national working group, with different experts and stakeholders, to analyse what 
is the concept of poverty, and how we want to tackle it. We also held hearings with different 
political parties, and produced a compromise document, which we then disseminated. This 
experience underpinned the launch of a National Observatory, doing a lot of work on 
indicators, for instance. It is very important to involve people experiencing poverty directly in 
these processes. There is political interest in this, and two law projects are currently being 
discussed. See PowerPoint presentation here.  
 
Paul / EAPN IE – Ireland has had an anti-poverty strategy since 1997. The Lisbon Strategy was 
adopted soon after, and we tried to connect the targets to it. It was very much promoted by 
Proinsias de Rossa, Minister of Social Affairs at the time. A new plan was then adopted in 
2006, but that nearly coincided with the beginning of the economic crisis. There are now 
discussions about a new plan, to be adopted in May. EAPN IE was very closely involved in the 
process, including evaluation, and pushing for qualitative analysis, beyond statistical 
information. There will be chapters related to income, services, and labour market, as well as 
some key groups. See full PowerPoint presentation here. 
 
Graciela / EAPN ES – We have been working for the past two years with two different 
Governments on this anti-poverty strategy. It was approved just yesterday! However, we have 

http://www.eapn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/EAPN-10-a-Integrated-Poverty-Strategy_EAPN-Portugal-Presentation-3497.pptx
http://www.eapn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/EAPN-Irelands-National-Anti-Poverty-Strategies-3498.ppt
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general elections on April 28, so we will see if this agreement still holds after that. It includes 
a 50-page diagnosis of poverty in Spain, and information from NGOs was also included. See 
document here. 
 
Ryszard / EAPN PL – Our strategy was developed in 2002, and involved NGOs, even if it didn’t 
involve people experiencing poverty. That was the last leftist Government, then subsequent 
Governments said it was outdated, and dropped it. A subsequent strategy was adopted in 
2014, with ex-ante conditionalities and connections to European processes. We are now 
entering a new financial period. Thematic ex-ante conditionalities from the ESF regulation 
requires a strategic framework for combatting poverty and social exclusion, based on active 
inclusion. They know civil society is really keen on being involved in this new process, but we 
will see how that goes. This new initiative could include social economy development, 
deinstitutionalisation, and fighting social exclusion and poverty.   
 
Judith / EAPN BE – In Belgium, we have 4 different plans, a national one complemented by 
regional ones. The Flemish one closely associates the Flemish Anti Poverty Network, as well 
as people experiencing poverty. The national one is written by the Secretary of State 
responsible for poverty reduction. It has 6 objectives, each complemented by a list of actions 
– however, these are very vague, and have no measurable targets attached. This precludes 
an impact assessment, it is a very political document. Some actions even increase poverty (for 
example compulsory community service for minimum income recipients). See full PowerPoint 
presentation here.  
 

• Countries who currently have a national anti-poverty strategy: DE, BE, FR, SK, IE, PL, RO, 
HR, HU, (MK).  

• Countries who had one before, but no longer: RS, UK, LT  
 
Katherine / EAPN UK – It is not necessarily the case that a country that has a national anti-
poverty plan actually has less poverty than other countries, or a more developed welfare 
system. Some countries have relatively low poverty because combatting poverty is embedded 
in their welfare regime. It is part of their principles and values. values. What is most important 
is political and moral commitment. I would like to hear from members in countries with social 
democratic regimes, how they achieved what they have got, and how to defend it, as it may 
be under threat. 
 
Aleksandra / EAPN HR – It would be useful to share good practices also at a regional level, 
where challenges and cultural mindsets are similar. We have a strategy, but it is not properly 
implemented or monitored.  
 
Marija / EAPN RS – We had our first strategy in the early 2000s, right after the wars and crises, 
under Prime Minister Zoran Đinđić (assassinated in 2003). It was a very good strategy, but it 
was financed by the World Bank, so it was very expensive. It was not just an anti-poverty 
strategy, but a development one. It Is however important to keep the two separate. 
 
Sonja / EAPN NL – Being involved does not mean having an impact. NGOs are often consulted, 
more or less formally, but then politicians do what they want.  
 

http://www.eapn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/EAPN-The-Anti-Poverty-Strategy-Spain-2019-3515.docx
http://www.eapn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/EAPN-Belgian-anti-poverty-plan-3499.pptx
http://www.eapn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/EAPN-Belgian-anti-poverty-plan-3499.pptx
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Jeanne / EAPN FR – We used to have an integrated strategy, and now we have one which is 
more focussed on homeless families, or child poverty. We are now having a sort of ‘universal 
credit’ (revenu universel d'activité), which will amass all previous benefits, including housing 
subsidies. This is a very bad effect, when for instance housing subsidies and minimum income 
schemes are mixed.   
 
Graciela / EAPN ES – It is very important to monitor Structural Funds in relation to these 
strategies, as it is an ex-ante conditionality that will continue with the new funds. This renews 
the point we made two days ago about the importance of EAPN following up on this work. It 
is inconsistent to work in such a piecemeal way.  
 
Sian / EAPN Europe – This was a very rich session, thanks to all. The legal aspect is important 
– how many of these strategies are actually rooted in law. What this session also highlighted 
is the importance of European influence. It is important to remember the frameworks of the 
Social Open Method of Coordination and its peer learning, which played a key role in setting 
up these strategies, and which also led to the creation of EAPN. Another important element 
is EU funds – ex-ante conditionalities for ESF requiring an anti-poverty strategy, rooted in 
Active Inclusion, so it is very useful to refer to these hooks. On Graciela’s point, the Steering 
Group should, as decided, approach the EXCO about their decision that EAPN should stop 
working on EU funds.  
 

ACTION POINT 

• Members are invited to contribute to a mapping exercise on the topic, which will be 
launched in April by the staff team (new policy intern – Stefania Renna – policy@eapn.eu). 
See follow-up email.  

 
 

11. Getting our policy messages clearer 

 
Sian / EAPN EU – This is a new feature in this year’s Work Programme, about being more agile 
in communicating our positions. We are invited to prepare clear, simple, to the point 2-pagers 
on our core topics. The topics proposed for this year are:  
- Multidimensionality of poverty 
- Minimum Income 
- Gender and Poverty 
- Education 
- Participation of People experiencing Poverty 
The first four are the responsibility of this group, while the latter will be prepared by the 
development office. Today, we want to have a brief exchange on the first one. We already 
have an Explainer on Poverty and Inequality in the EU (2014), as well as a section on the 
website, which gets updated annually. Our definition on poverty follows EU framework, and 
it is important to highlight that it is broader than just monetary poverty, and to look at 
different aspects of poverty (relative AROP vs. absolute poverty). We also need to decide what 
is our objective: at first it was to eradicate poverty, then we went with the Europe 2020 target, 
then we spoke about maybe reduce poverty by 50%? And over what period of time?  
 
Discussion:  

mailto:policy@eapn.eu
https://www.eapn.eu/new-update-of-the-explainer-on-poverty-and-social-exclusion/
https://www.eapn.eu/what-is-poverty/poverty-in-the-eu-a-very-real-problem/
https://www.eapn.eu/what-is-poverty/poverty-in-the-eu-a-very-real-problem/
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– We need to focus not just on individuals affected by poverty, but the knock-off effect it has 
on societies at large.  
– We need to look beyond poverty, also at social exclusion and people’s individual feelings 
and experiences.  
– There is such a thing as a subjective definition of poverty, meaning people act how they feel: 
even if someone is not poor ‘by definition’, if they feel poor, they will act like it, which the 
corresponding effects on dignity, self-esteem etc. ATD 4th World has developed a project with 
people experiencing poverty on this, which will be presented in a conference with the OECD 
in May. 
- We also need to keep in mind that there is the opposite situation, resulting from stigma and 
marginalisation: people who are poor don’t want to admit it, are ashamed, and hide it. 
- Two-pagers are largely insufficient, particularly if you want to include visuals (graphics, 
images), four-pagers are much better suited, at least for this topic – others may be shorter. 
- It is very important to get the language right: we have a tradition of using ‘people 
experiencing poverty’, not ‘poor people’, and the EP campaign already doesn’t reflect that. 
-  Need to be mindful that there is a tendency to drop this expression and go back to using 
the work ‘poor’ – this is made very explicit by the Dutch Resolution, as part of the strategic 
thinking discussion. Maybe this group wants to take a position on this. 
- A link also should be made to reference budgets and material deprivation. 
- We need to make the link with the indicators, giving good explanations. 
 
Working Group: Katherine (EAPN UK), Joe (MT), Gunvi (SE), Philippe (AGE), Elina (LV), Laufey 
(IC), Sonja (NL), Ryszard (PL) 
 
Sian / EAPN Europe – The proposal is that we work collaboratively on this first one, on the 
multidimensionality of poverty, with the support of the volunteers above. The Minimum 
Income one can be developed building on the EMIN work, and with the support of Anne Van 
Lancker, EMIN Project Coordinator. The one on gender could be developed by the gender 
group, building on the work done so far on the two Briefings. The education one will be the 
last one to be drafted, at the end of the year, based on the Education paper.  
 
Florence / EAPN Europe – The EAPN communications team is working on preparing a 
template which is already laid-out, and then it is up to you to fill in the content. This will be 
discussed with the staff team. 
 

ACTION POINT 

• A discussion will take place with the Working Group on the first 2-pager, and a draft 
paper will be developed, for discussion in the June meeting. See follow-up email.  

 
 

12. Gender Mainstreaming in EAPN work and structures 

 
Update on Gender and Poverty Work 
 
Graciela / EAPN ES – Care and domestic work are seen as a woman’s job, and this work is 
ever so often unpaid. This means that women have fewer opportunities for education and 
work. EU ISG’s Gender Group has, so far, produced two briefings, one on Gender and Poverty, 
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and one on Gender-Based Violence and Poverty. Based on these two papers, EAPN Spain 
produced a dissemination video that will shortly be available (in Spanish with English 
subtitles).   
 
Marija / EAPN RS presented the latest briefing on Gender-Based Violence and Poverty. See 
full PowerPoint presentation here.  
 
Discussion: 
- Poverty is one of the causes of gender-based violence, but not sure if the paper makes this 
link explicitly. 
- The impact of austerity cuts on women and children should be included, so gender-proofing 
of measures is a possible recommendation. The word gender should be replaced with ‘sex’, 
because the terminology is now changing, given the trans community. 
- It would be interesting to make the link with the EU level and European policies, and the 
role they can play in reducing these gaps and ensuring better equality. 
- We should carry out a mapping about how many countries have ratified the Istanbul 
Convention. 
- It is important to look also at the causes, not just the effects.  
- The issue of corporal punishment is very much related to gender-based violence, and some 
of the causes are the same. An idea is to look at the cost (financial, social etc) for both 
Governments and society if domestic violence goes unaddressed. 
- A myth-buster approach could be useful in this sense.  
 
Countries interested in participating in further discussions/follow up: AGE, ES, RS, NL, MK, NO, 
IC  
 
Gender Mainstreaming 
 
Maria / EAPN RS introduced the topic of gender mainstreaming, which is an international 
principle and strategy, already set by the Beijing Declaration. Responsible policies should take 
the gender dimension into account at all stages and in all policy areas. See full PowerPoint 
presentation here.   
 
Discussion: 
- In Ireland, we are linked with the Women’s Council of Ireland (we share an office building), 
and we work collaboratively, they bring a gender perspective to our work, and we make sure 
poverty concerns are integrated in theirs. We need to find synergies. 
- “There are more women among the work horses, and more men in the parade horses”. It is 
important to look again at our perspective on things and how we can better highlight this.  
- There is no external funding available for this work, let’s keep that in mind. This means the 
first scenario (in Marija’s presentation) is kind of ruled out. But we could to a capacity-building 
/ workshop during the next General Assembly, in order to test the waters.  
- Somebody from the European Women’s Lobby could be invited to share their expertise and 
experience with this work, particularly mainstreaming.  
- It is important to argue if we want to have this area of work officially included in the Work 
Programme for next year – because then we need to lobby for this to happen. 

http://www.eapn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/EAPN-GBV-and-poverty-3505.pptx
http://www.eapn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/EAPN-GBV-and-poverty-3505.pptx
http://www.eapn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/EAPN-Gender-mainstreaming-3506.pptx
http://www.eapn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/EAPN-Gender-mainstreaming-3506.pptx
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- The EU ISG already has delegated powers to produce Guidelines for Gender Mainstreaming, 
but implementing them across the board at all level of EAPN needs more. 
- An entry point is Eleni Karaoli, Bureau member from Cyprus, who is a longstanding member 
and board member of the European Women’s Lobby. 
 
Proposal submitted to a vote: to request a workshop at the General Assembly, and then to 
create a Working Group to further gender mainstreaming across EAPN.  
 
In favour: AGE, ES, RS, MT, DE, NL, UK, SE, FR, IE, MK, RO, PT, HR, FI, NO, LV, IC. 
Abstentions: LT, BE, SK, PL, LU 
Against: No one 
 
Countries interested in developing the gender mainstreaming action plan, as voted above: ES, 
RS, NO, IC 
 

ACTION POINT 

• The ad-hoc Gender Mainstreaming Group will approach the EAPN President and 
Bureau to request a workshop at the General Assembly, as the first step in the 
mainstreaming plan. They will propose speaking at the EXCO. 

• The ad-hoc Group will develop a draft proposal for mainstreaming, which will be 
circulated to the EU ISG for comments. For further information, contact Graciela 
(gmalgesini@hotmail.com) and Marija (bmarija63@gmail.com). 

 

 

13. Annual Convention on Inclusive Growth (ACIG) 

 
Amana / EAPN Europe – The Annual Convention on Inclusive Growth will take place this year 
on 20 May 2019, in Brussels. The topic is Inclusive growth post 2020: looking at the future of 
Social Europe. The draft agenda has been circulated. The staff team will be following up on 
political representation in the plenaries, as well as coordinating EAPN proposals for workshop 
speakers and rapporteurs, as well as for the speed dating session – and put them forward to 
the European Commission. Please note that, if you are selected for the speed-dating session, 
your place is secured and your costs will be covered. We will not be submitting a proposal for 
a side-event of our own this year, but we remain open to other organisations reaching out to 
us and inviting us to be part of their own – and we will keep you posted. For the moment, we 
have been approached by the European Disability Forum and Inclusion Europe, to discuss a 
joint proposal about adequate income for people with disabilities (fighting in-work poverty 
and effective transitions from benefits to work). We will prepare Key Messages and discuss 
them with members.  We will secure a stand for our publications. Members should try to 
obtain their own places in the national delegation - if possible, try to also include people with 
direct experience of poverty. As we don’t really have additional places as an organisation, this 
is the only way to attend.  
 

ACTION POINT:  

mailto:gmalgesini@hotmail.com
mailto:bmarija63@gmail.com
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• Members are invited to contact their Governments (Ministry of Social Affairs, usually) 
and try to obtain a place on the national delegation to the Convention, and keep the staff 
team informed (amana.ferro@eapn.eu)  

• Members interested in putting themselves or colleagues forward as speakers or 
rapporteurs for a workshop, or who want to be part of speed-dating, should inform the staff 
team (amana.ferro@eapn.eu) by 10 April 2019 at noon.  

• The staff team will put together draft Key Messages, and members will be asked to 
provide their feedback. See follow-up email.  

 
 

14. Evaluation and Closing Business 

 
The next meeting will take place on 13-15 June, with the following provisional division:  
- Thursday morning: policy conference  
- Thursday afternoon and Friday all day: EU ISG and EXCO in parallel  
- Saturday morning: joint session EXCO & EU ISG on the strategic planning.  
Final confirmation on this will come from the EXCO. Please don’t book your tickets before 
prompted to do so by the staff team.  
 
Robert / EAPN LU – In April, the Independent Experts will draft reports on housing and 
homelessness. The reports need to be delivered on the 3rd of May, don’t wait till the last 
moment. Please contact your national Independent Expert to send them input, if you have it.  
 
Philippe / AGE Platform – On 11 or 12 of April, AGE Platform Europe will be organising a 
conference on reducing poverty in old age. Unfortunately they can’t cover costs for members 
to attend, but Philippe will share proceedings.  
 
Members are kindly asked to complete the evaluation form and hand it to a member of staff.  
 

ACTION POINT 

• Members are invited to send their input on homelessness and housing exclusion to 
their national Independent Experts, should they wish to do so, by 3 May.  

• Members are invited to fill in the Evaluation form and return it to the staff team 
(florence.tonincasa@eapn.eu)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:amana.ferro@eapn.eu
mailto:amana.ferro@eapn.eu
https://www.eapn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/EAPN-ESPN-Composition-National-Country-Teams-5-October-2018.pdf
mailto:florence.tonincasa@eapn.eu

